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Key Gear
My snare is a Joey Jordison signature,
it’s a 1mm steel shell 13 x 6.5” with
Superhoop II. YES! Joey Jordison is
the reason I got in to metal drumming
when I was 6 and NO it’s not the
only reason I bought this snare drum
almost seven years ago. I’ve always
been a crack addict when it comes to
snare sounds, snares with massive pop
have always appealed to me, snares
such as Joey Jordison’s, John Otto’s
and Chris Adler’s. So when I started
taking drumming seriously I knew I
wanted to obtain that sound. This
snare has everything I want! Biting
highs with a crisp sound and a massive
live punch that could knock Godzilla
out with a left hand miss. Perfect.

LEWIS
KELLY

TITAN BREED | DRUMS

I use a variety of cymbals. Mainly
Sabian AAX. 14” hi-hats, a 16”and an
18” crash as well as a 21” raw bell
ride. These cymbals have a clean
bright sound with a great dynamic
range. My China is a 16” Zildjian
oriental, I had been chasing a sound
like this for a while and was over the
moon when I found this cymbal. I
use two splashes on this E.P., they
are both Meinl Byzance brilliant
splashes. An 8” and a wee toaty 6”
(aaaawwwwwww). These wee belters
send me into a state of absolute
splashy nirvana every time I whack
them, superb attack and a heavenly
wash... PHWOOAAARR!
The pedals I use are Tama Speed
Cobras, I’ve been using speed cobras
since 2011 and I’ve never looked back.
They are lightweight, powerful and
precise.

What was the recording
process like for you and
how did it compare to the
recording of the first EP
(‘Edge Of The World’)?
Recording for the FIRST EP... Let me
set the scene...
Three days prior me and two pals
went to go stay at my girlfriends
flat through in Edinburgh whilst
she was away saving turtles in the
Seychelles......now, fast forward
twenty four cans of Tennents, twelve
litres of dry cider, one bottle of Bucky,
one bottle of Eldorado and two nights
out later and I’m lying in my bed
absolutely DEAD to the world. Next
thing I know my phones going like
the clappers and my window is being
chapped. It’s Mark, and a sudden
surge of cold sweat runs through my
body as if the Fate Atropos had just
sliced right through my life string.
You see I had lost a day and thought
I wasn’t recording drums for another
twenty-four hours (plenty of time).
“I’ve fucked it” I groan to myself, I
scramble around in a drunken stupor,
gathered up all my gear and flung
it in Mark’s boot. I sat down in the
car violently vibrating with possibly
the worst case of the Jake-Shakes
imaginable. I turned to Mark and he
looked at me as If I’ve just shat rusty
water all over his Kemper. Not pleased
to say the least. We set off to meet
Papa Smurf (Mark Renfrew) and the
rest of the troops at the place we
were recording.

En route, I seen a fox that had came
to an untimely end on the motorway,
in my fragile state I almost spewed
my ring all over Mark’s prized Audi,
but just managed to hold it together.
We arrived, got set up and Saint Pete
helped by fuelling me with some
cereal bars whilst the Devil himself
(Johnny) fed me some wee cans of
Jack Daniels and Coke haha!
_____________________________

“I turned to Mark
and he looked at me
as if I’ve just shat
rusty water all over
his Kemper”
_____________________________

As for the actual recording process.
Papa Smurf fed a click to my
headphones whilst Raggy and Pete
played along in a separate room,
and we straight up just jammed the
songs along to the click. No backing
tracks, no nothing. At least that’s
how I remember it! I could be wrong
I was fucking burst. Lesson absolutely
learned.
Needless to say the recording for
‘Legacy’ was a fucking breeze! In
the week leading up to recording I
managed to repress my inner party
gremlin and focus on rehearsing the
parts I had written so far.
continued...
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I think it’s fair to say I was a bit rushed
into recording before I disappeared
on holiday, and I wasn’t too chuffed
with the decision as I wasn’t 100%
happy with my parts, there were fills
I wanted to work on etc. On top of
it I still hadn’t wrote and ending for
‘We Bring Destruction’, so the last
bridge is all guesswork. But overall I
was a million times more confident
and prepared for this recording sesh
compared to the last.
The actual process for recording
‘Legacy’ was completely different
to ‘Edge of the World’. Mark was
recording me that day and Raggy
came along to document and provide
refreshments and back rubs haha.
I remember Mark’s desk was behind
the kit so we put a mirror in front of
it so I could see him, but in the videos
from the recording process it just
looks like I’m a total self-centred diva
who can only perform in front of an
audience ,even if it’s just themselves
hahaha.
For recording we had figured out
tempos and guide tracks beforehand,
so they got sent through the
headphones and I just jammed along
until I got a take I was happy with.
Mark did some post production on
the drum mixes, fixing the volume
on snare hits etc. But that canny be
helped, as a drummer we get six hours
to record everything whereas guitars,
bass and vocals seem to have as long
as they want haha.
I had great fun that day and I’m buzzin
for everyone to hear it when it’s all
come together. Word of wisdom.
Don’t drink and drum.

Which track is your
personal favourite and
why?
Uft man what a stoater of a question
haha. They are all utter Bangers! But
I’m gonna choose ‘The Key to Fear’ as
I’m pretty proud of the drums I wrote
for that one and it’s a favourite for me
to play live.

How do you think the
‘Legacy’ E.P. compares to
the bands first release?
Our first EP was class and I still love
listening to it. On the down side,
listening back it seems like a bit of
a mush mash of genres. We always
knew what kind of sound we wanted
from Titan Breed. Groove and riff
laden verses with harsh vocals, with
full sounding powerful choruses, clean
vocals and flavours of harmonies
dotted about. ‘Edge of the World’
was stacked with that, but I feel that
‘Legacy’ is giving you all that good
stuff and more in this heavier and
more cohesive EP with ‘Legacy’ we all
really gelled musically and hit a stride
in writing, we are all extremely proud
of what we have produced and I can’t
wait to hear the response it receives.

If you had to book a music
festival, which 5 bands
would you choose to be on
the bill?
Right I’m gonnae cheat and have a
large festival bill and another just as
stacked five band bill festival. In a
very particular order; INSANE CLOWN
POSSE, KISS, LIMP BIZKIT, SLIPKNOT,
KORN. Small intimate venue stacked
bill; SNOT, SENSER, ALIEN ANT FARM,
CRAZY TOWN, (HED) P.E.

Tell us one of your favourite
memories from your time
with the band
I canny even pick haha there’s so many
cracking times and so much stupid shit
that we’ve done together. I’ll tell you
one thing though I’m either causing it
or I’m the brunt of it...no in between
haha. The tour with Neshiima was a
constant laugh from start to finish,
everyone was on top form for ten days
straight. I can’t wait to get back out on
the road with the boys to perform this
EP and make new memories with this
beautiful bunch.
___
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Key Gear
My Dingwall bass and my Kemper
are the two key pieces to my rig and
tone. My bass is a Dingwall ABZ 5,
which is a dream to play, having the
37” low B string makes for super
tight lows. I use a string company
called Newtone Strings which make
custom gauge and lengths of string.
Having these options means I am
able to have every string the same
tension, which means I can play
every string with the same attack
and feel.
The Kemper, what can I say… It’s
the magic box that everyone needs.
I’ve played through many amps and
preamps in my time and when I
finally found the Kemper, my search
was over.

What was the writing
process like for the
‘Legacy’ E.P.?
Writing is always interesting as it’s
when our differences and similarities
come out. The challenging part is
when the differences rear their
heads and we face the challenge of
coming to an agreement. I believe
I’m one of the most vocal members
of the band and tend to say when
I think something doesn’t work.
Because we all have varying tastes
and influences in music and this is
only our second release, we are still
finding out what works for us as a
band and the writing process should
become more fluid as we find our
sound.

What was the recording
process like for you and
how did it compare to the
recording of the first EP
(‘Edge Of The World’)?
The recording process for me is very
different from the rest of the band as
I’m the one recording everyone. This
time around we took a more planned
approach than the previous.
We did some pre-production and
spent some time deliberating
tempos etc. When it came down to
the actual recording we knew we
wanted to up the production from
the first EP, so we hired top of the
range mics for the drum tracking
to ensure we had the best quality
foundation.
All of the guitars and bass were
recorded using the Kemper profiler.
This allowed us to take our time
and ensure we got consistency as
we recorded over multiple days. As
everything was recorded at home,
this meant we weren’t under any
time constraints so we could take a
step back and listen to the tracks as
they progressed.
The hardest part about being the
one recording everything is taking
a step back and saying when
something wasn’t good enough, and
there were also times when it was
the opposite, reassuring when a part
was bang on.

_____________________________

“The hardest part
about being the
one recording
everything is
taking a step back
and saying when
something wasn’t
good enough”

_____________________________
My favourite part of the recording is
actually hearing everything coming
together and being able to add in
little parts that we don’t get to do
live.

Which track is your
personal favourite and
why?
This is a tough one to answer, and
the reason I say that is that all the
tracks have massive sing along
choruses and there are some really
chunky riffs that can’t help but head
bang along with. If I had to choose
one I would say ‘A Change of Fate’,
but it’s purely because the bass part
is fun to play.
continued...

MARK
MCMILLAN
TITAN BREED | BASS
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How do you think the ‘Legacy’ EP
compares to the bands first release?
It’s clear to tell from both releases that your listening
to Titan Breed. ‘Legacy’ is the progression in our sound,
and the next step in the Titan Breed journey. We’ve lost
that southern element that was previously there, and
when I say lost I just mean it’s much less prominent.
This release is more indicative of our mixed tastes and
influences coming together.

If you had to book a music festival,
which 5 bands would you choose to be
on the bill?
1. Masterplan (with Jørn Lande)
2. Devin Townsend
3. Rammstein
4. TesseracT
5. Dream Theater

Tell us one of your favourite memories
from your time with the band
Although the band hasn’t been together for that long,
there are actually loads of things I could mention.
For me though, getting to play Bloodstock Festival is
up there. Although getting to play at the festival was
amazing, my favourite part of it was actually travelling
down as a band to our first festival. We were all excited
and couldn’t wait to arrive. When we did, we were all
straight in about getting the tents up so that we could
get stuck into drinking and soaking up the atmosphere!
Oh, myself and Lewis sneaking backstage whilst
steaming was also hilariously amazing.
___
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Key Gear
I’ve pretty much been using the one
guitar for everything since I bought it
in 2018, which is my Jericho - NT Edge.
I’d been admiring Jericho Guitars
on social media for quite a while
and decided to take the chance and
ordered it from Texas without having
played or even seen it. I had visions
of it arriving in 100 pieces haha. So
everything I played on the ‘Legacy’
E.P. was recorded with that one guitar,
I love it. Other than that I like to try
and keep my set up simple - or at
least that’s my goal, but I have quite a
busy pedal board at the moment. I’ve
been trying to simplify...without much
progress! Currently using a Peavey
6505+ amp head which needs no
introduction. It’s always been reliable
and provides that perfect blend chunk
and clarity.

Which track from the EP is
your favourite and why?

STEWART
BROWN
TITAN BREED | GUITARS

That’s really tough, I have a few
favourites for different reasons. At
the moment I’d have to say ‘Legacy’
is my favourite. The vibe of that
track is just great and all the boys
really pulled out top performances
recording wise. The song itself
contains a little bit of everything I
love. Chunky riffs, a massive chorus,
overall it’s quite dynamic and a really
good representation of us as a band.
Cheating a bit I know...but I really love
how ‘We Bring Destruction’ turned
out. Which is funny as it was probably
my least favourite until we recorded

it. It’s one of the best uses of the duelvocal dynamic we have going on with
Johnny and Pete, definitely a favourite
now!

What was the recording
process like for you, how
did it compare to the
recording of the first EP
(‘Edge Of The World’) and
what do you remember
from the process?
The recording process for the ‘Legacy’
EP was definitely more broken up than
the first release. With the ‘Edge Of The
World’ EP, Lewis recorded the drums
all in one day, which he did a great
job of considering he was a burst fart
after being on a two day bender haha.
Then within the next two months we
recorded everything else. This time
around, drums were again recorded
in a single session, which was back
in June 2018. We put a little bit of
pressure on Lewis to get his drums
recorded before he went away on
holiday, which I feel a bit guilty about
now. But our thinking had been that
we’d record everything else while he
was away and he’d come back to a
completed product, but it didn’t quite
turn out that way. The first guitar
recording session happened in early
August 2018 - where I recorded just
one song (‘The Key To Fear’) - but
didn’t resume again until November
2018. I ended up doing the rest of
my parts over 2 or 3 sessions at
Mark’s home studio. We had used his
Kemper to profile my Peavey 6505+

amp head a few months prior so that
I could use a version of my live tone
on the actual recording. It worked out
great and really simplified the process.
One of the other differences this time
around was that Pete and I recorded
our guitars separately, whereas with
‘Edge Of The World’ we would head
to Mark’s studio together and take
turns knocking out our parts over the
course of a few days. It was more a
scheduling thing this time around,
I had a slot of free time and was in
good playing shape having come of
our tour. Going in of the back of that
where we’d been playing most of
the EP every night helped a lot, as
everything playing wise was really
solid. Being in the studio with Mark
1-on-1 meant that we spent more
time going over the actual parts than
we did on the first EP. Discussing
riffs, whether individual notes were
correct or necessary, definitely more
critical than the last time. I remember
having a final recording session with
Mark where the idea was to add some
colour parts and give me the chance
to re-do anything I was unhappy with.
We spent about two hours going over
this one ten second lead guitar part,
only to delete it at the end of the
session haha. Sometimes things just
belong in the recycle bin.
_____________________________

“Sometimes things
just belong in the
recycle bin.”

_____________________________
continued...
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What was the writing
process for these new
tracks
The writing for the new EP started
actually before the first EP had even
been released. ‘The Key To Fear’ was
knocked out really quickly and has
been in our live set for quite some
time. Had it been finished a little
earlier I reckon it could have made
it on the first EP, but it definitely fits
better on ‘Legacy’, which is overall a
heavier release. Usually a song starts
with one of us bringing a riff or two to
the studio and we jam them as a full
band, we start adding parts and feel it
out from there.
‘Destined To Fail’ was a track that
from what I remember Pete brought
in fairly fleshed out, he had it pieced
together in a song structure but it
initially had a lot more parts. When
you start jamming a song idea as a full
band, you get a feel for when it’s a
bit bloated quite quickly. So that one
got trimmed down a fair bit, maybe
two or three riffs getting pulled out.
But it was really beneficial, one of my
favourite tracks to play live now for
sure!
‘Legacy’ was actually a song that
parts of were written to be used in an
pre-existing song. I’d written the two
intro guitar parts and played them to
Pete at a rehearsal to get his thoughts
about slotting them into ‘A Change Of
Fate’, but he felt that it sounded more
like it could be a separate song. So I
went away and wrote the verse riff,

the chorus section, put a rough song
structure together and from there
it came together really quickly once
we started jamming it in the studio.
Lyric wise Pete, Johnny and Mark
contributed and it came out magic. I
think it was one of these songs that
we all felt really good about off the
bat. It’s made for a nice EP title too.
‘A Change Of Fate’ and ‘We Bring
Destruction’ came together much
slower and over a longer period
of time. While the initial riffs were
floating about for a while, neither
were in their final form until much
later. Johnny and Pete really knocked
it out the park with the lyrics on
‘We Bring Destruction’, which has a
really heavy Norse mythology theme.
Without a doubt some of their best
recorded vocal work as well. Lewis put
down some of his best drumming on
this one too, probably my favourite
performance of his on the EP.

How do you think the
‘Legacy’ EP compares to
the bands first release?
I think we have a much better idea of
what we “sound like” now. The first EP
was literally 5 out of the first 7 songs
we’d ever written. We were really
happy with it at the time, but looking
back on it, the first EP is a bit more
varied style wise, it even had a bit of
a southern rock/metal feel at times,
which we’ve kind of shaken off now. I
feel that with ‘Legacy’ we’ve levelled
up all the best elements, keeping the
groove, the vocal dynamic between

Johnny and Pete. Everything just feels
stronger and more cohesive this time
around.

If you had to book a music
festival, which 5 bands
would you choose to be on
the bill?
Probably best go with my first
thoughts. Metallica, Rage Against The
Machine, Sevendust, Chris Stapleton,
Lionel Richie. A bit of a mix but I think
it would be amazing haha!

Tell us one of your
favourite stories from your
time with the band
Playing Bloodstock Open Air Festival
in 2017 after winning the Metal 2
The Masses competition will always
be an unforgettable memory for
me. Amazingly it was our very first
gig outside of our hometown. We
were just on fire that night of the
competition final. We all knew it
was only ours to lose. Simon Hall
(Bloodstock Metal 2 The Masses
Judge) calling our name out was
just an amazing moment and it was
awesome getting to share it with the
rest of the guys in the band along
with all our friends and family that
came along to support us. An absolute
milestone for sure. Just being away on
the road with the guys is always great.
There’s always a lot of laughing and
good times!
___
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Key Gear
Line 6 XD-V75 - I’m only a singer man, I carry a
huge make-up case about for 1 wee microphone!

What was the writing process like
for the ‘Legacy’ EP?
I’m sure ‘The Key To Fear’ was the first song
written from the EP. We have a Dropbox full
of riffs that Raggy (Stewart) has written and
this was one of those tunes, a proper Raggy
‘Dropbox’ special. This is the first tune I get to
myself singing wise which was something new
with Titan Breed. We played it live for the first
time supporting our boys in Neshiima at King Tuts
(Glasgow venue) back in 2017.
‘Destined To Fail’ was the second tune we wrote.
The verses kinda sum up the life I have come
from, “the city of no means” being Glasgow.
Being brought up in a place where everyone is
“destined to fail” and being told all your life that
your dreams won’t come true, that you won’t
become anything but an alcoholic or a junkie,
that you won’t go anywhere but the jail haha. I
suppose this is my FUCK YOU song haha! I will
become the person I want to be! I will fulfil my
dreams! And last but not least I will be looking
down at the people who doubted me with a big
fat middle finger in the sky.
_____________________________

“I will be looking down at
the people who doubted
me with a big fat middle
finger in the sky.”
_____________________________

‘A Change of Fate’ was one of those songs that
ended up brutal to write and to be fair I can’t
really remember much about the writing of this
one, I just know it was murder haha . After Pete
wrote that chorus it all kinda fell into place.
“THIS IS MY “LEGACY”!!! Yet another Raggy
Dropbox special! I was farting through the
Dropbox in hope to find a song that stood out. I
came across this demo track called ‘Legacy’ that
me and Mark had spoke about not long before.
I remember us saying to each other that we
should defo keep that as the title, just because
it sounds cool. I started writing bits and bobs to
it and recorded what I had done and sent it to
Mark who then sent some other lyrics over and
it kinda just grew arms and legs from there. Pete
smashed a chorus to it and BOOM!! WE MADE
A BELTER haha! Another track was written that
night but we can’t speak about that yet, that
won’t be released on the EP so shhh…
‘We Bring Destruction’, see this is what happens
when me and Pete meet up and write a song
hahaha. In the studio the boys where jamming
away to this and a chorus just forced its self into
my mic. I remember me and Pete looking at each
other saying “ this is gonna be a belter”.
We had the idea of writing a song about a big
battle about Norse Gods, I suppose just a Viking
belter. A good battle song where the fans can
raise their horns with us and sing along! In my
opinion we fucking did it! This song is epic.
continued...

JOHNNY
MALICE
TITAN BREED | VOCALS
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What was the recording process like
for you and how did it compare to the
recording of the first EP (‘Edge Of The
World’)?

Oh fuck! I listen to too many genres to make this
interesting for anyone else, but I’ll stick to metal for
the answer. MANOWAR!!!! Rhapsody (original line up),
Stratovarius, Glory Hammer and Dream Evil. Shit that’s
a power metal festival haha. Fuck it that’s my answer!

With the first EP, me and Pete did the vocal recording
together, but for this one it was all separate, which
I suppose brought some excitement to the table. I
couldn’t wait to hear what Pete had done but on the
other hand I was absolutely shitting myself in case what
I had done and what he had done didn’t match up. But
it’s some of the best work we have done! My voice on
this EP sounds completely different from what it did on
the first. I guess that’s what happens when your voice
finally breaks haha! I guess over time my voice has
grown stronger and now I’m able to do things I couldn’t
have imagined doing when I started out. I’ll no be
singing any note perfect The Darkness tunes ever again,
but it’s worth it!

Tell us one of your favourite memories
from your time with the band

Which track is your personal favourite
and why?

“we had the drummer
wrapped in duct tape, upside
down couches, flying boxes
full of merch and mobile
phones bouncing off heads”

‘LEGACY’! It’s an absolute belter… but so is ‘Destruction’
(‘We Bring Destruction’)… ah fuck…shit question how
can I answer that! ‘We Bring Legacy’, that’s the answer!

How do you think the ‘Legacy’ EP
compares to the bands first release?
I think the overall sound of the band has gotten
stronger! We know exactly what we want to do and I
think that shows on the release. It’s a lot heavier than
the first which is always good.

Bloodstock will always be a huge part of the bands
history, but if I mention something that’s always stuck
out, it was supporting Evil Scarecrow in Grimsby
(Yardbirds, Grimsby, UK - 6th January 2018). This was
our first “rockstar” moment haha, everyone of us was
pished and we ended up making a mess of a hotel
lobby...the poor wee woman working there was in the
kitchen making us pizza when we had the drummer
wrapped in duct tape, upside down couches, flying
boxes full of merch and mobile phones bouncing off
heads...
_____________________________

____________________________

that’s really all I’ll say about that night but it was a
great laugh. Oh and Mark’s car was decorated with
toilet roll and traffic cones hahaha!
___

If you had to book a music festival,
which 5 bands would you choose to be
on the bill?
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Key Gear
I think my guitars would get offended
If I narrowed it down to just one
of them, so I’m going to say; My
Kemper, my IEM’s and my wireless.
My In-Ear Monitors and wireless
have both been such massive quality
of life improvement.
Taking on both vocal and
instrumental duties in Titan Breed
was something I had never done
before to this level, so being able to
hear what I’m playing/singing AND
not having to worry about cables is
an absolute God-send.
The Kemper is also another
incredible piece of hardware, and I
thank the Gods everyday that Mark
introduced me to it! Both on and off
stage, it gives me an unimaginable
and sometimes overwhelming range
of options to play about with and
certainly helps to have that when
inspiration strikes.

What was the writing
process like for the
‘Legacy’ EP?
It was a long process, for various
reasons, mostly due to the reality of
juggling full-time jobs with a creative
project like Titan Breed, which
presents its own set of challenges.
As far as the writing went, I suppose
it started off when the song ‘The Key
to Fear’ was written just as the ‘Edge
of the World’ EP came out. That song

bridged the gap between the first
EP and the beginning of the second
one. It started with one of Raggy’s
demos, which was a fairly complete
song from the beginning, and it was
only a matter of refinement to whip
it into song-worthy shape.
The only other song that I can recall
that came in any near-complete
shape was ‘Destined to Fail’, which
again, was nearly all there, apart
from some riff-fat that needed
trimming off the end. After that, we
wrote the final three songs there and
then, while in the studio, over a few
sessions after jamming out some riffs
and building a song around them,
which I think resulted in a really
organic vibe for the remaining tunes.
I think when you tackle a song
like that, and let an idea be born
on the fly, building it up over the
space of one or two rehearsals, you
can can rid yourself of some really
unnecessary overthinking in the
writing process.
Sometimes you can rewrite an idea
over the course of numerous weeks
and nothing ends up going right, but
when you force yourselves to make
progress with an idea, and really
wring the rag and be in the moment,
that’s where some real magic can
happen. It also forces you to become
a better musician by stimulating the
improvisational glands and forcing
you to come up with a solution and
tear up the rule book every once in
a while.

_____________________________

“There’s also
something really
cool if you’re just
vibing on a song
and it just begins to
write itself. That’s
when you know
you’ve got some
magic.”
_____________________________

What was the recording
process like for you and
how did it compare to the
recording of the first EP
(‘Edge Of The World’)?
Having spent a lot of time sitting
with the songs in a live setting, by
the time we got to recording, a lot
of the pressure was off, as nearly
everything had been road tested
quite thoroughly. Guitars were fairly
easy to track, given we’d played the
songs quite often, so it gave us a
good chance to sit back and take our
time adding overdubs and extras
that would give the EP some really
good flavour. The same can almost
be said for the recording of the
vocals.

PETE
MCCOY

TITAN BREED | GUITARS & VOCALS

continued...
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Almost all the ideas are locked in
before I got in the vocal booth, so it
was just a matter of nailing my parts
and trying to put a bit of myself into
the song. I personally like recording
vocals at this stage, because I get
the chance to experiment with all
manner of overdubs that might not be
possible in a demo environment, and
get real time feedback from the band
as I track. It can result in some really
cool little moments and ideas.

The musical side of things was, as
mentioned before, one of those
ideas compiled in the studio, “on
the night”. The basic structure came
about and we formed this question/
answer narrative around it of a Viking
leader talking to his soldiers, and then
them chanting back to him, hyping
themselves for an imminent battle,
all the while weaving little references
to the Mythology for effect along the
way.

Which track is your
personal favourite and
why?

How do you think the
‘Legacy’ EP compares to
the bands first release?

An incredibly hard choice to
make, but it has to be ‘We Bring
Destruction’. It wasn’t my favourite
in its early stages, but as we began to
build upon it, then finally record it, it
quickly became a song I’d replay when
I was listening to the tracks. It was
a lot of fun to write because Johnny
and I had made a concerted effort to
really get together and tackle the lyric
writing as a team, whereas on most of
the other songs, we split the duties.
Often I’d come up with a chorus, and
Johnny would write the verses, or vice
versa. Inspired by Lord of the Rings
and Johnny’s undying love of Norse
Mythology, we sat down together and
crafted an epic song about a Viking
battle, blessings from the Gods and
the Valkyrie singing the victorious
dead into Valhalla, and out came ‘We
Bring Destruction’. It became a cool
little challenge to write a song with
such a focused, almost fantastical
theme to it, and see where it went.

Its a big step up along so many
dimensions for sure. We aimed from
the beginning to keep trying to push
ourselves in as many areas as we
could, whether it was song writing
and our arrangements, technical
ability or simply how heavy we
were. Everything’s a lot more refined
and focused now and I think we’re
stepping into our own sound as each
new batch of songs begins to surface,
which is really cool. The ‘Edge of the
World’ EP was, in many ways just our
first batch of songs, which isn’t to sell
it short, but I think a lot of bands do
that for their first release. They were
great songs, but we were definitely
trying out a few different hats in order
to see where our sound was. I think
our fans will be pleased to see a more
focused release but still be satisfied
with some awesome variety within
that mix.

If you had to book a music
festival, which 5 bands
would you choose to be
on the bill?
If it’s just five, I’d have to go with
Gojira, Mastodon, Tool, Alter Bridge
and Lamb of God. That’s a perfect
wee night right there!

Tell us one of your
favourite memories from
your time with the band
Anytime we’ve thrown ourselves
into a van and travelled anywhere
has always resulted in fun and
shenanigans. There’s a novelty to
taking unsupervised road trips that
doesn’t wane with age and time. It’s
always a cool adventure. It’s become
a clichéd thing to say within the band,
especially given the early stage we’re
at in our careers, but the whole 6-8
months that we put into playing the
Metal 2 the Masses competition,
eventually winning then travelling to
Bloodstock is still one of the biggest
highlights of the band so far. The
tournament itself was a major test for
us, we were still figuring out who we
were on stage, and were very much
unproven on the local scene at the
time, so to go on and win was a major
moment. At the point Bloodstock
had rolled around, it was all about
enjoying the weekend and taking in
the sights of a festival that we were
definitely privileged to have taken
part in. Not everyone gets to do that.
___
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LEGACY
01

DON’T YOU HIDE BEHIND YOUR FEAR AND YOUR WEAKNESS
IT’S TIME TO MAKE YOUR STAND AND BECOME A MAN
FOLLOW ME, THIS TIME I LEAD THE WAY
FOLLOW ME AND FIND YOUR DESTINY
YOU’VE UNDERESTIMATED MY POTENTIAL
THE THINGS INSIDE MY MIND; DARKER THAN EVIL
YOU WALK THE PATH BEHIND ME
TOTAL DESTRUCTION
THIS IS MY LEGACY
LEAVE THIS ROAD BEHIND, I CAN’T GET OVER YESTERDAY
EVEN THOUGH WE TRIED IT’S PAVED WITH ALL MY ENEMIES
THIS IS MY LEGACY
YOU IDOLISE THE SHIT THEIR HANDS ARE FEEDING
CORRUPT INSANITY, INTERNAL BLEEDING
FALL DOWN, ‘CAUSE THERE WILL COME A DAY
THIS IS MY FUCKING LEGACY
LEAVE THIS ROAD BEHIND, I CAN’T GET OVER YESTERDAY
EVEN THOUGH WE TRIED IT’S PAVED WITH ALL MY ENEMIES
THIS IS MY LEGACY
I’VE LEFT MY MARK
ONE DAY YOU WILL SEE
BETRAYAL , DESPAIR
YOU WILL, YOU WILL REMEMBER ME
THIS IS MY LEGACY
LEAVE THIS ROAD BEHIND, I CAN’T GET OVER YESTERDAY
EVEN THOUGH WE TRIED IT’S PAVED WITH ALL MY ENEMIES
THIS IS MY LEGACY
LEAVE THIS ROAD BEHIND, I CAN’T GET OVER YESTERDAY
THIS IS MY LEGACY
EVEN THOUGH WE TRIED IT’S PAVED WITH ALL MY ENEMIES
MY FUCKING LEGACY.

IT’S
TIME TO
MAKE
YOUR
STAND
AND
BECOME
A MAN
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DESTINED TO FAIL
02

BEING RAISED IN THE CITY OF NO MEANS
YOUR LIFE IS NOTHING, NOTHING AS IT SEEMS
BATTLES AND VIOLENCE ARE EVERYDAY LIFE
FIGHTING FOR WALKING ON THE WRONG SIDE
I’VE GROWN, MOVED ON FROM MY PAST
FUCKERS NEVER BELIEVED IT WOULD LAST
WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
I’M ON TOP OF THE WORLD WITH MY FINGER HELD HIGH
WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
LET GO THE PAIN INSIDE (BE FREE)
REACH DOWN AND SEE THE LIGHT (FREE TO BE ME)
NO LONGER TRAPPED IN MY MIND
NOW I KNOW THE WAY (KNOW THE WAY)
I ONLY SEE TODAY (SEE TODAY)
NO LONGER DESTINED TO FAIL
STAND UP AND MOVE ON WITH YOUR DREAMS
YOUR LIFE IS GOLDEN, NOT RIPPED FROM THE SEAMS
FORGET ALL THE HATERS WHO CRITICISE LIFE
KEEP FIGHTING, NOT WALKING ON THE WRONG SIDE
I’VE GROWN, MOVED ON FROM MY PAST
FUCKERS NEVER BELIEVED IT WOULD LAST
WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
I’M ON TOP OF THE WORLD
YOUR HATEFUL BETRAYAL WON’T KEEP ME DOWN
LET GO THE PAIN INSIDE (BE FREE)
REACH DOWN AND SEE THE LIGHT (FREE TO BE ME)
NO LONGER TRAPPED IN MY MIND
NOW I KNOW THE WAY (KNOW THE WAY)
I ONLY SEE TODAY (SEE TODAY)
NO LONGER DESTINED TO FAIL
STAND UP AND TAKE MY HAND
WE’RE OFF TO A BETTER LAND
WALK WITH ME KNOW I’M RIGHT
LET’S RAISE HELL TONIGHT
LET GO THE PAIN INSIDE (BE FREE)
REACH DOWN AND SEE THE LIGHT (FREE TO BE ME)
NO LONGER TRAPPED IN MY MIND
NOW I KNOW THE WAY (KNOW THE WAY)
ONLY SEE TODAY (SEE TODAY)
NO LONGER DESTINED TO FAIL.

YOUR
HATEFUL
BETRAYAL
WON’T
KEEP ME
DOWN
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THE KEY TO FEAR
03

TRAPPED IN THIS VOID OF HATRED AND LIES
THIS OVERPOWERING DISPLAY, WHERE WE CAN’T BE FREE
WE’RE PUT ON THIS DIRT, NOT TO SURVIVE OR BE FREE
BUT TO PLAY A PART IN THIS DISARRAY
DISORDER, CORRUPTION
THE HIDDEN TRUTH IN OUR REALITY
CONDESCENDING, PRETENTIOUS
THE KEY TO FEAR IN OUR SOCIETY
BRAIN WASHED AND DRAINED, A PUPPET ON A STRING
THIS OVERWHELMING DESCENT, WHERE WE CAN BE FREE
WE’RE PUT ON THIS DIRT,NOT TO SURVIVE OR BE FREE
BUT TO PLAY A PART IN THIS DISARRAY
DISORDER, CORRUPTION
THE HIDDEN TRUTH IN OUR REALITY
CONDESCENDING, PRETENTIOUS
THE KEY TO FEAR IN OUR SOCIETY
TRAPPED IN THIS VOID
A PUPPET ON A STRING
AN OVERWHELMING DISPLAY
BREAK FREE
DISORDER, CORRUPTION
THE HIDDEN TRUTH IN OUR REALITY
CONDESCENDING, PRETENTIOUS
THE KEY TO FEAR IN OUR SOCIETY
DISORDER
CORRUPTION
CONDESCENDING
PRETENTIOUS

WE’RE
PUT ON
THIS DIRT
NOT TO
SURVIVE
OR BE FREE

THE KEY TO FEAR IN OUR SOCIETY.
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04

A CHANGE OF FATE
SOMETIMES PEOPLE ARE GROWN TO LIVE A CERTAIN WAY
ALWAYS STAY IN THE LINES, GET ON THEIR KNEES AND PREY
BUT THEN THE TIME COMES WHERE THINGS ARE CLEAR AS DAY
AN OPEN MIND IN THESE TRAGIC TIMES IS THE ONLY WAY
HIDING UNDER A MASK OF THINGS YOU’VE SAID AND DONE
NOT THINKING OF CONSEQUENCE, YOU DROP IT ALL AND RUN
STAND UP AND PROVE YOUR WORTH, WE’RE ALL WAITING HERE TO SEE
YOU KNOW YOU’RE BETTER THAN EVERYONE BELIEVES
FATED, FALLING DOWN
WE GO WHERE THE RIVER FLOWS
DON’T FIGHT AGAINST THE CURRENT, GIVE INTO IT AND GO
WE GO WHERE NOBODY KNOWS
BREAKING OUT OF THIS TOMB OF HAUNTING TIMES
SICK OF BEING A PAWN, I’M TAKING BACK WHAT’S MINE
A DARK AND BLACKENED CLOUD IS TAKING OVER
I DON’T FEEL WELCOME ANYMORE
FATED, FALLING DOWN
WE GO WHERE THE RIVER FLOWS
DON’T FIGHT AGAINST THE CURRENT, GIVE INTO IT AND GO
WE GO WHERE NOBODY KNOWS
FATED, FALLING DOWN
WE GO WHERE THE RIVER FLOWS
DON’T FIGHT AGAINST THE CURRENT, GIVE INTO IT AND GO
WE GO WHERE NOBODY KNOWS
SOMETIMES PEOPLE ARE GROWN TO LIVE A CERTAIN WAY
ALWAYS STAY IN THE LINES GET ON THEIR KNEES AND PREY
BUT THEN THE TIME COMES WHERE THINGS ARE CLEAR AS DAY
AN OPEN MIND IN THESE TRAGIC TIMES IS THE ONLY WAY
FATED, FALLING DOWN
WE GO WHERE THE RIVER FLOWS
DON’T FIGHT AGAINST THE CURRENT, GIVE INTO IT AND GO
WE GO WHERE NOBODY KNOWS
FATED, AND FALLING DOWN
WE GO WHERE THE RIVER FLOWS
DON’T FIGHT AGAINST THE CURRENT, GIVE INTO IT AND GO
WE GO WHERE NOBODY KNOWS.

SICK OF
BEING A
PAWN,
I’M TAKING
BACK
WHAT’S
MINE
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05

WE BRING DESTRUCTION
GRAB YOUR HAMMER, GRAB YOUR SWORDS (MY BROTHERS)
RAISE YOUR HORNS UP TO THE SKY
ON THIS DAY WE RIDE FOR VICTORY AND TRIUMPH
A GLORIOUS DAY TO DIE
WE CANNOT LOSE, WE CANNOT FAIL
FOR THE GODS ARE ON OUR SIDE
IN DEATH AND HONOUR WE PREVAIL
INTO GLORY WE WILL RIDE
WITH SOUNDS OF THUNDER; HELMETS SMASH (HAIL ODIN)
IT’S TIME TO BRING THE HAMMER DOWN
THROUGH SHATTERED BONE; OUR AXES CLASH
(WE BRING DESTRUCTION)
WE SING OUR SONG AND CLAIM THE CROWN
MARCHING IN NUMBERS
FAR ACROSS THE SEA
MIGHTY BATTALIONS
BROTHERS IN ARMS ARE WE
WITH FREYA’S BLESSING WE DESTROY (WAR MOTHER)
YOUR POWER STRENGTHENS OUR RESOLVE
THESE BATTLES FOUGHT AND DIED AND WON (WITH BLOODSHED
THE ONLY WE THAT WE EVOLVE
WE CANNOT LOSE WE CANNOT FAIL
FOR THE GODS ARE ON OUR SIDE
IN DEATH AND HONOUR WE PREVAIL
INTO GLORY WE WILL RIDE

MARCHING IN NUMBERS
FAR ACROSS THE SEA
MIGHTY BATTALIONS
BROTHERS IN ARMS ARE WE
MARCHING IN NUMBERS
FAR ACROSS THE SEA
MIGHTY BATTALIONS
BROTHERS IN ARMS ARE WE
NOW THE AIR FALLS SILENT
THE SHATTERED BONES AND SHIELDS
THE SHAPE OF FALLEN BROTHERS
ASH ACROSS THE FIELD
THE VALKYRIE HAVE SPOKEN
TO VALHALLA’S HALL
WE, THE NORSEMEN LEFT BEHIND
HEED THE BATTLE CALL
MARCHING IN NUMBERS
FAR ACROSS THE SEA
MIGHTY BATTALIONS
BROTHERS IN ARMS ARE WE
MARCHING IN NUMBERS
FAR ACROSS THE SEA
MIGHTY BATTALIONS
BROTHERS IN ARMS ARE WE
MARCHING IN NUMBERS
FAR ACROSS THE SEA
MIGHTY BATTALIONS
BROTHERS IN ARMS ARE WE.
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THANK YOU
TITAN BREED WOULD LIKE TO THANK EVERYONE WHO HAS ATTENDED A SHOW, STREAMED OUR TUNES, BOUGHT A CD, A T-SHIRT AND GENERALLY
SHOWN YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE BAND. SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS, FAMILIES AND LOVED ONES. THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE AND
HELPING/LETTING US DO WHAT WE DO. THE NESHIIMA BOYS; LIAM HESSLEWOOD, CRAIG RANKIN, ROSS CLOUGHLEY, DANNY CAMERON - THANK
YOU FOR INVITING US ON TOUR, IT’LL ALWAYS BE OUR FIRST AND COULDN’T HAVE DONE IT WITH BETTER PEOPLE. BURD JONES, RICHARD HAWKINS THANK YOU FOR DINNER AND EVERYTHING ELSE!, MARK RENFREW, FEDE VALLS, KELVIN COOK, SIMON HALL, THE VOCALZONE FAMILY, OUR UPROAR &
MONKEY PUZZLE BROTHERS, AND ALL THE GREAT BANDS THAT WE’VE HAD THE PLEASURE TO PLAY ON THE SAME BILL WITH OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS.
THANK YOU - JOHNNY, PETE, MARK, LEWIS & STEWART
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